An advanced approach for resistive switching memory cells based on porous anodic alumina (Al 2 O 3 ) membranes is reported. The effective resistive switching resulting in 6 orders of magnitude difference in resistivity between "on" and "off" states of the cell is achieved by specific electronic and ionic interaction between Ag nanowires filled in the membrane and an ionic conductor (Ag x AsS 2 ) deposited on the membrane by thermal evaporation. This easy and robust approach can be exploited for deposition of other ionic conductors for novel types of memories.
Introduction
Current electronic devices (including mobile phones, tablets, and cameras) require increasingly more powerful batteries and memories for their operation. Based on the market demand, there has been for several past years a great attention given to the exploration of new data storage approaches that would enable an increase in the capacity and the speed of memories. Nowadays, conventional data storage technologies, based on charge storage (e.g., DRAM, Flash), are close to their limits. 1 Therefore, there is an urgent need for development of new memory devices based on novel concepts. Several feasible data storage approaches have recently been explored, such as spinbased, 2 phase change 3 and resistive switching 4 memories. The resistive switching memories, whose differences between the resistivity states enable storage of information, are based on several different mechanisms: thermal, electronic and ionic effects. 4 In particular, cells based on the ionic effect currently offer intriguing possibilities for more sophisticated data storage applications, such as memristors 5 or brain like computation. 6 Moreover, recently published data on these memories seem to be very promising: switching time shorter than 35 ns, 7 smooth operation for more than 10 11 cycles, 8 and very low energy consumption.
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Such performances stem essentially from nanoscale operations. Thus, memories and their parts -cells -have to feature essentially all their dimensions on the nanoscale. Although it is already clear that scale reduction of all memory cell constituents towards the nanoscale is a step forward for memories with improved performances, the exact switching mechanism in the cell is not yet well understood and has to be further investigated. This is in particular true for memories and their cells based on the ionic switching, where either cations 8 or anions 10 play a crucial role in the switching process. Some hurdles in understanding the mechanism may arise from the fact that obtaining very small cell parts with a very high precision, closely conned and contamination-free, is not an easy task. As a matter of these facts, thin-lm deposition techniques have been employed to prepare these cells. Thermal evaporation, 7 magnetron sputtering, 11 or laser ablation 12 can create homogeneous thin lms, whose thickness can be controlled. On the other hand the control of other two dimensions (width and length) remains difficult. As alternatives, common lithographical techniques, such as photolithography, 13 UV nanoimprint lithography 14 and electron beam lithography, 7 have been employed. However, these techniques have also their limits in the resolution of the features and may lead to mechanical delamination of cell layers and contamination from the solvents, resins, etc.
In this work we demonstrate an advanced approach for the construction of memory cells based on porous anodic alumina membranes (further denoted as AAO) lled with Ag nanowires and covered by a layer of ionic conductor (amorphous chalcogenide glass), where essentially a number of nanowires interfaced with the ionic conductor is responsible for the switching performance providing a sum of individual local contributions of their electrical elds upon switching. In this approach, the AAO membrane with long channels (mm scale) created by small pores (nm scale) acts as a matrix for a large number of electrodeposited Ag nanowires lled homogeneously over the membrane. Aer the ionic conductor has been deposited on the top of such AAO membrane, the as-lled Ag nanowires become connected with it. Thus, at their interface many small memory electrodes are formed that are actively involved in the switching process and have specic switching characteristics. This very effective, yet simple approach is signicantly different from memory cells based on stacked multilayers, 11 In a previous study of one of the coauthors (K. Terabe), AAO membranes have been used for construction of crystalline Ag 2 S based resistive memory cells, which were prepared by sulphurization of the Ag layer. 21 However, in that work the thickness of Ag 2 S was approximately 5 mm, which is too thick to explore nanoscale interfaces used in the present work. There have been other studies focusing on the use of single nanowire switching cells 22 and exploration of various metal nanowires oen with even a narrower diameter than in this work. 23, 24 However, the exploration of thin layers of an amorphous ionic conductor present on an AAO membrane as key components of the resistive memory cells has never been reported. Compared to previous literature, 21 this approach can be used for a range of ionic conductors. As a case example, we selected amorphous chalcogenide AsS 2 , since it can readily accept Ag ions by photoinduced diffusion and dissolution, and electromigration and thus a variety of compositions can be prepared.
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For clarity of this paper and in particular for the discussion of the results, we want to rstly introduce and briey discuss the working principle of the memory cell based on the cationic resistive switching, where the metal dissolution in the ionic conductor is the key process in this memory type. 21, 26 As shown in Fig. 1a , the cell consists of distinct layers of diffusive metal (Ag), ion conducting material (Ag-photodoped AsS 2 ) and nondiffusive metal as a contact (Al). When a positive bias is applied on the diffusive metal (as depicted in Fig. 1b) , the metal undergoes oxidation and its cations are dissolved in the ion conducting material, through which they further migrate towards the cathode (point I). At a certain breakpoint the cations are reduced on the cathode (made of Al) in such a quantity that they form a metallic lament through the ion conducting material (point II). Thus both the electrodes become connected by the metallic lament and the cell resistivity rapidly decreases. On the other hand, applying a negative bias causes dissolution of the conducting lament, while the overall resistivity remains unchanged for some time. Right aer another breakpoint (point III) the overall resistivity of the cell increases again, till its original value (point IV). This can essentially be repeated for many times, until the ionic conductor layer is capable of forming/dissolving the lament accompanied by large resistivity difference. Typically, the cell lifetime is limited by the rupture of the layered cell structure, which may be caused by the heat generation and/or mass ow. Therefore, the potential window has to be carefully selected to maintain owing current at such a level to maintain long cell lifetime (represented by a large number of cycles without damage). The discussion about the lament built-up will be provided later in the Results and discussion section.
Experimental Fig. 2 shows in detail two types of memory cells used in the present study. Their electrochemical switching processes follow all particular stages in the switching scheme ( Fig. 1 ), but their interlayer construction is different. The rst cell type ( Fig. 2a) is based on the AAO membrane lled with Ag nanowires (further denoted as CELL AAO). For these samples, we used commercially available 50 mm-thick Whatman AAO membranes with open pores on both sides (with an average pore diameter of approximately 220 nm). The surface roughness of such membranes is up to 1 mm due to grains and their boundaries. Subsequently, we covered always one side of the membrane by an evaporated Ag layer (300 nm thick) that served as a cathode during Ag electrochemical inlling of AAO. The lling of membranes stems from procedures described in the literature. 27 In brief, pulse deposition was carried out in electrolytes consisting of 45 g l À1 AgNO 3 , 77 g l À1 CH 3 COONH 4 , 32 ml l À1 NH 3 $H 2 O and a small amount of NaOH to adjust the pH to z9. The Ag bottom layer of AAO served as the cathode and Pt plate served as the anode. A pulse generator (Agilent 8110A 150 MHz Pulse Generator) was set to repeat 10 ms pulse every 0.5 s. The resulting AAO structures had nearly 100% of the pores lled by Ag. However, their surfaces were covered by Ag overgrown of the pores and some pores were not lled completely (see ESI, Fig. S1 †). To remove the overgrown layer and to achieve such depth of AAO membranes, where all pores are lled, the Ag-lled AAO membranes glued to a Cu plate (using Ag-glue) were ground using SiC emery paper (with grid 2500) down to 25 mm and polished in order to achieve a smooth surface (roughness z 10 nm), perpendicular to the direction of Ag nanowires.
The second cell type is based on multilayers of thin lms of same components, but without the AAO membrane. For these cells (in further text denoted as CELL THIN), we used silica glass as the starting substrate that was coated by Ag through evaporation resulting in an approx. 300 nm thick layer.
Next steps were identical for both cell types. In brief, both structures were covered by approx. 100 nm thin lms of AsS 2 using the thermal evaporation technique. Insulating AsS 2 Finally, Al electrodes were deposited by thermal evaporation of Al on the Ag-photodoped AsS 2 . A metallic (Al) mask was used in order to achieve circular electrodes with a diameter of 1 mm 2 .
All necessary steps were optimized and the real structure aer each step was carefully observed using a scanning electron microscope (Mira3 XM FEG SEM, Tescan). All in all, these procedures resulted in two types of principally very similar cell types, but having strongly different design and dimensions of the Ag diffusive electrode.
Results and discussion Fig. 3 shows SEM images of an empty AAO membrane and an Ag-lled AAO membrane as an example of CELL AAO. For comparison, we provide top-views of the empty membrane (Fig. 3a) and the polished Ag-lled AAO membrane (Fig. 3b) . From these images one can see that aer polishing the surface becomes very uniform and smooth. Moreover, from Fig. 3c and d that display the whole cell in the cross-sectional view, it becomes clear that the original membrane thickness of 50 mm was ground down to approximately 25 mm and polished, resulting in a smooth membrane having continuous embedded nanowires in the pores. The membrane thinning to approximately half of its original thickness is responsible for the fact that the original pore diameter at the membrane top decreased from approximately 220 nm to approximately 190 nm. Moreover, Fig. 3e and f show the same layers in cross-sectional views under higher magnications, where contrast difference between AAO and Ag (owing to different quantities of backscattered electrons) reveals homogeneous lling of AAO pores by Ag nanowires. Finally, the inset of Fig. 3f shows a detailed cross-sectional view of the interface between Ag-lled AAO and Ag x AsS 2 aer switching experiments have been performed (10 cycles). As one can see from the white appearance (employing signal from the back-scattered electron detector), resulting Ag x AsS 2 contains quite a signicant amount of Ag. However, its exact amount cannot be measured accurately by surface analytical techniques (such as EDX or XPS), because these techniques enhance Ag migration.
Cell designs used in the present study allow us to investigate the effect of the size and shape of the Ag electrode on the resistive switching behavior. Therefore, the as-prepared samples were subjected to cyclic voltammetry. Fig. 4 shows comparison of voltammograms recorded for samples of CELL AAO (Fig. 4a) and CELL THIN (Fig. 4b) . A detailed description of these measurements is given in the ESI. † For the purpose of clarity, we provide response in terms of current (le axes) as well as current densities (right axes). Both plots show data recorded within four measurement cycles: 1 st , 5 th , 10 th and 20 th , all of them reect typical switching behavior as described in Fig. 1 . For both cell types, the switch "on" and switch "off" occur abruptly and the threshold voltages are below 0.3 V and À0.3 V, respectively. The obvious differences in current levels and shis of curves upon cycling stem partially from the difference in contact areas on samples during switching, but mainly from the changing stoichiometry. The contact area for CELL AAO is approximately 30% of the contact area of the CELL THIN (as it was calculated from the porosity of AAO assuming that all its pores are lled with Ag, which is almost the case aer polishing as demonstrated in Fig. 3 ). The differences in performance shown in Fig. 4 originating from changing stoichiometry will be discussed later. The data presented in Fig. 4 are sufficient for the demonstration of the switching of the cells. However, they do not provide straightforward information about cyclability and differences in resistivities upon extended cycling.
Therefore, recorded voltammetric data were further analyzed (details are given in the ESI †) in order to point out the resistivity of the "on" and "off" states in each cycle. Results are plotted in Fig. 5 that shows the "on" and "off" resistivity for both cell types and their evolution upon cycling. In addition resistivities of studied cells before the rst switch "on" are also presented, so the overall history of the sample is recorded. From Fig. 5 a huge change in "on" and "off" state resistivities for CELL AAO in comparison with CELL THIN is clearly visible. In the case of CELL THIN resistivities were much lower (the "on" state resistivity was below 10 1 U and the "off" state resistivity was above 10 2 U) for all measured cycles. It is also noteworthy that its initial resistivity R int was comparably high (4.4 Â 10 6 U).
For CELL AAO resistivities were much higher, the "on" state resistivity was below 10 4 U and the "off" state resistivity was above 10 8 U for all measured cycles. The initial resistivity of the "on" state of the CELL AAO was 2.6 Â 10 8 U, which is quite close to typical "off" state resistivity. However, in the 21 st cycle the resistivity of the "on" state of CELL AAO became quite high and the switching behavior was lost. This behavior was observed throughout all samples, usually aer 20 and more cycles. Taking into account our results and observed ndings we can discuss now about the switching mechanism. In CELL THIN the initial resistivity (R int ) is much higher than resistivities at the "off" state (R off ), i.e. immediately within the rst switching cycle the Ag stoichiometry in the ionic conductor signicantly changes. The lower resistivity indicates that there is a signi-cant uptake of Ag by electromigration into the ionic conductor that leads to a signicant decrease of the overall resistivity. The reasons for such an uptake are essentially twofold.
At rst, we can assume that the Ag rich area contains conductive Ag 0 clusters or laments, as observed experimentally by Guo et al. 37 and schematically depicted in Fig. 1a . The la-ment has been shown in the literature to have most likely the dendrite shape. 37 The shape and the number of dendrites, however, stem from the amount of dissolved metal in the ionic conductor. The dissolved amount is inuenced by the initial metal amount and by the electric eld set at a certain potential difference. The lament formation is naturally very desirable and it is the most important phenomenon for the whole cell. 4 However, at the same time, it is also the most critical factor. If the created lament is too big, it cannot be completely dissolved and the resulting material will not reach its original resistivity.
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Secondly, a stoichiometric enrichment of the Ag content in Ag x AsS 2 may occur that leads to a signicant change of the intrinsic resistivity of the Ag x AsS 2 .
28,38 Naturally, both effects have an impact on decreased resistivity of the cell, no matter whether we speak about the "on" or the "off" state, as their difference is rather low in the case of CELL THIN. It has to be noted that for this cell type, the Ag comes from an almost innite source of Ag layer and the presence of such rich source must inuence the resulting distribution signicantly. Without specifying the dominant effect, it is reasonable to assign better reproducibility among switching cycles observed during cycling voltammetry to the fact that the "on" and "off" states are accompanied by relatively minor changes in the layers of CELL THIN in terms of their stoichiometry, not strong enough to alter the electrochemical characteristics during cycling (Fig. 4b) .
In contrast, the situation for CELL AAO is different in two points. Firstly, the electric eld owing through the cell is more focused (i.e. less randomly oriented), due to the regular alignment of the nanowire Ag-electrode embedded in the AAO matrix. This must have an impact on the creation of conducting pathways through the ionic conductor. Similar effects on electric eld caused by nanosized structures have been described in the literature. 39, 40 The other main point is the limited source of Ag for photoinduced diffusion and lament creation compared to CELL THIN. In other words, there is not as much Ag available in the nanowires as in the bulk Ag layer due to the AAO porosity of 30%. For instance, if we would compare the amount of Ag available for the switching between 300 nm thick Ag layer and 300 nm long Ag nanowires embedded in 300 nm thick AAO membrane, Ag nanowires would account only for 30% of the Ag content compared to the bulk Ag layer. However, the resistance of the "on" and "off" states in the CELL AAO is huge -almost 6 orders of magnitude.
In order to provide a more insight into the CELL AAO interface between the ionic conductor and Ag nanowires embedded in the AAO matrix, we show in Fig. 6 a comparison of images acquired by SEM before the entire switching experiment and aer the entire switching experiment with the cell damaged. During the SEM screening, we intentionally used both types of detectors separately (secondary-electron detector, SE, and back-scattered electron, BSE, respectively) and simultaneously to evaluate the connection of Ag nanowires to the layer of ionic conductor in terms of morphology and composition.
As it can be clearly seen from the comparison, the Ag nanowires embedded in the AAO membrane are in solid contact with the ionic conductor before switching (i.e. aer Ag photodiffusion into the ionic conductor) and naturally during the switching (as shown in Fig. 3f ), while aer a critical number of switching cycles (under given conditions used in this work typically between 20 and 25 cycles) they become disconnected as a result of Ag depletion. This is in particular apparent from the BSE image of the switched cell, where a clear gap between the Ag nanowire and the ionic conductor is visible. We have observed these features in all samples involved in our switching experiments. As a matter of fact, the resistive switching is accompanied by relatively strong Ag mass ow (leading to its depletion) on the nanoscale interface between Ag-lled AAO, ionic conductor and Al electrode.
Moreover, this explains the shi between cycles recorded for CELL AAO (Fig. 4a) , in particular for the CELL AAO resistance in the "on" state (see R on for CELL AAO in Fig. 5 ) that shows an overall increase during the switching. This increase essentially provides additional conrmation that upon cycling the resistance of this interface increases until the interface becomes disconnected during one particular switching cycle (as apparent from the R on jump in Fig. 5 for CELL AAO and as corroborated by Fig. 6 ).
In our view, to describe the features that lead to huge resistivity changes, we have to consider also the concept of conductive laments as in the case of CELL THIN. However, in this case, a comparably thinner and shorter conductive lament over the ionic conductor is built in the period I shown in Fig. 1a . Nevertheless, it is conductive enough to dramatically decrease resistivity when built (R on level), however easily dissolved in the reverse process with a strong impact on the resistivity (R off level). This concept corresponds to the work of Wang et al. 26 that assumes that the lament is connected with Ag + rich areas distributed in the ion conductive matrix and thus the volume of the ion conductor between electrodes directly inuences the switching behavior. As apparent from Fig. 5 , the R int value for CELL AAO is lower than any other value R off recorded aer-wards. This can be explained by combination of dissolution of the Ag lament, or lowering the Ag content in non-stoichiometric Ag x AsS 2 at the Ag-Ag x AsS 2 interface upon cycling. The continuous migration of Ag from nanowires towards the Al cathode through the ionic electrode results in slow depletion of Ag from Ag nanowires. Ag-depletion of the Ag nanowire continuously increases with each new cycle, till contact is lost (as shown in Fig. 6 ) and the cell loses its function. Although the Ag-depletion is currently limiting the number of switching cycles that this type of cell is able to achieve, the magnitude of the resistance difference during the switching opens new pathways for an efficient data storage, or large data quantity. We believe that by careful optimization, the number of achievable cycles could be strongly increased. We foresee several possibilities for a considerable increase of cycle numbers. The easiest option appears to increase the Ag content by deposition of a thin Ag lm onto Ag-lled AAO, before depositing the ionic conductor. This Ag layer should have such thickness to become entirely dissolved in the Ag x AsS 2 during the photodiffusion process. As a result, Ag x AsS 2 would become Ag enriched (compared to situation without an additional Ag layer) and less Ag from nanowires would be consumed for the switching. Thus the number of achievable switching cycles SE stands for imaging using a secondary-electron detector addressing the morphology of the observed samples, BSE stands for a backscattered electron detector addressing the compositional differences on the interface. Observations were done under a high magnification to see properly details of the interface (magnification 100 000Â, working distance 5 mm). The sample "after switching" was observed after recording 21 cycles and stopping the experiment afterwards.
would increase, potentially without any loss in the eld focusing that helps us to maintain such a distinct resistance change between switching. So we could obtain an ideal compromise between the lifetime and the resistivity difference. It is noteworthy that adding an additional Pt layer in the NiO-based resistive switching cell with a positive effect on the switching has been reported recently. 41 Another possibility could be to improve the electrical contact between Ag nanowires and the chalcogenide ionic conductor by using an even smoother and cleaner Ag-lled AAO surface, prepared by optimized polishing and/or ion milling. It is possible that not all nanowires are electrically connected to the ionic conductor. Eventually, optimized AAO membranes for Ag-lling could be used. This will be a subject of further work.
Conclusions
We demonstrated comparably advanced design of resistive switching memory cells based on the Ag-lled porous anodic alumina membrane. The cells were prepared by low-cost combination of electrodeposition (lling of Ag into the membrane) and the thermal evaporation technique (to deposit layers of an ionic conductor Ag x AsS 2 and Al contacts). The vital effect of a cell consisting of Ag-lled AAO and an ionic conductor Ag x AsS 2 on the switching behavior was conrmed by direct comparison of samples with and without an Ag-lled AAO electrode. We achieved differences of 6 orders of magnitude in the resistivities between "on" and "off" states. Considering the great tuneability of dimensions of the AAO membrane and the possibility to use a whole range of ionic conductors, we believe that the presented approach could be explored and optimized for many other novel types of resistive switching memories based on the ionic effect.
